Young Visitor Activities

Check the activity board daily for updates!

**Be a Global Birdfair Expert**
Young Visitors - Collect your FREE copy on arrival at Information
Watch for the Shoveler sign for stands with activities or giveaways!
Visit Grower’s Row just 200 metres from the Global Birdfair main entrance – follow the Shoveler signs to find your way!
Celebrate being a Global Birdfair expert by getting a picture in our Photo Frame!
Join in eBirder of Global Birdfair challenge and win Zeiss binoculars

**Organised by RSPB**

- A ‘hands on’ Discovery Area in “The Nest”
- A ‘Nest Box’ nature trail

Younger nature lovers can join the RSPB in ‘The Nest’ on Saturday and Sunday and explore the RSPB discovery area and make their very own wildflower seed bomb!
There is also a RSPB nest box activity trail to follow, each with an exciting activity inside to find over the Global Birdfair site, can you find them all?

**Organised by Tadorna Tours**

- M4, Merlin Marquee
  - Early morning ‘Moth trap’ sessions plus Sunday morning session with Nick Baker in Owl Workshop at 10.00am
  - Nest box painting
  - Face painting
  - Pond dipping and Bughunts

**More Young Visitor Highlights**

**Saturday 15 July in The Nest**
Conservation careers: Empowering young people in conservation
12:00 noon Come along to a session for young people wanting to start a career in conservation and talk to industry experts and find out more about what it takes to get into this rewarding line of work.
14:45 Falcon Marquee, F1, Zeiss Young Birders ID Masterclass
16:00 Osprey Main Event Stage – Zeiss Young Birder Awards

**Sunday 16 July**
11:00 The Nest - Hannah Bourne-Taylor reads “The Bowerbird”
  Collect a “Bowerbird” Activity Sheet. Book available to buy on Wild Sounds and Books Stand in Nightingale Marquee, N48,49,50
13:45 Osprey Event Stage
  Rutland Osprey Ambassadors Presentation